
TWN/TRP CWB CNB SGL TWN/TRP CWB CNB SGL

858 738 588 1058 698 598 478 898

928 798 628 1198 768 658 518 1028

998 858 678 1328 838 718 568 1168

1098 938 738 1518 928 798 628 1358

Terms &Conditions:

- All package requires a minimum of 02 paxs full paying (GV2) per booking. All rates are subject to change without prior notice.

- Strictly Not Applicable for Single Traveller, GIT / Incentive group. 

- Strictly Not Applicable for IN OUT BANGKOK

- All transfers are based on Private basis. No transfer out will be provided in the event where passenger's arrange their own extension night

- Return airport transfer and tours are based on Driver cum Guide only . Package are valid for Arrival & Departure at Hua Hin International Airport.

- Pick up transfer from hotel will be arrange 3 hours before passenger's departure flight.

- Infant below 2 year old - FOC , passport copy is required when sending booking for verification , otherwise tour fare will be charge as child no bed or child with bed.

- Confirmed hotels Cannot Be Refunded in the event where paxs opt to change hotel when arrive in Bangkok. Full Cancellation Charge apply for last minutes changes.

- No refunds will be given for any tours, meals or other services not utilized by passengers in all packages.

- Compulsory Tipping at RM 40.00 per pax per package ( Must pre-collect in Malaysia )( English Speaking Driver cum Guide Only )

- Halal Meals / Seafood Meals Surcharge - RM 12.00 Per Meal Per Pax ( Meals at Hua Hin will arrange seafood meal if Halal meal not available) 

- Mandarin Speaking Guide - Subject to surcharge  (INCLUDE TIPPING) as following  (Must pre-collect in Malaysia) 

  - ADD RM 430.00 per pax per package (02-03paxs)

  - ADD RM 245.00 per pax per package (04-06paxs) 

  - ADD RM 170.00 per pax per package (07paxs & Above)

- Itinery are subject to change at the discreation of local tour operator without prior notice depending on weather condition , road condition etc

- Each person are limited to 01 piece of baggage only . Additional charge will be incurred and billed directly to passengers if exceeding their limit and in the 

  event where the van unable to accommodate all other sharing passenger's and luggages .  

- Non-refundable deposit of RM300/pax upon booking confirmation  & balance 01month before departure.

- Update : 30.04.19

LOLIGO RESORT 4*

FOR 02-03 PAXS M PLEASE ADDITIONAL RM 400 PER PAX

Surcharge - Add RM 100/Pax &  Hari Raya ( 04-09 Jun 19 ) @ Add RM 70/Pax

APPLICABLE MARKET : MALAYSIAN 
04-06 PAXS 07-10 PAXS

HOTELS  / OR SIMILAR CLASS                                                                                                     

CITY BEACH / HUA HIN LOFT 3* 

ROYAL PAVILLION 3*+

IMPERIAL HUA HIN ( SUP ) 4* 

3D2N HUA HIN ( IN/OUT HUA HIN ) - PRIVATE ( GV2 ) 

ITINERARY / GROUND ARRANGEMENT 

Day 1 - ARRIVAL TO HUA HIN AIRPORT   ( L/D )

Upon arrival at HUA HIN International Airport, you will be met by our representatives and will be transferred to visit Santorini Park brings a slice of the picture-

perfect Greek island to Cha-Am. It’s got all the details right, from classic whitewashed buildings, colorfully painted windows, down to stone-paved paths and domed 

towers. Sheep Farm, in place of the ancient dream of those who seek it. The complex nature. Come in contact with the atmosphere of a Swiss Sheep Farm in a valley 

surrounded by the love and warmth, style European country. This farm that will take you time to dream again. You will enjoy riding the scenic meadows among 

shepherds, feeding a sheep and full activities that are fun and love and romance .Evening visit CICADA NIGHT MARKET ( Open on FRI-SUN ) or HUA HIN 

NIGHT MARKET. Lunch and Dinner will be serve at local restaurant and overnight at Hua Hin

Day 2 -   HUA HIN - FULL DAY CITY TOUR  (B/L/D)

After breakfast, depart  from hotel to visit HUA HIN TRAIN STATION one of the oldest station in Thailand and it main feature is The Royal Waiting Room that used 

to welcome King and  his court when they were visiting the town, then continue to WAT HUAY MONGKOL TEMPLE is a Buddhist temple set in large grounds to the 

west of Hua Hin this place is very popular with the people from all over the country, who come here to pay respect to LUANG Pu Thuad and to ask for thing as favors, 

good luch, health, fortune and happiness. Then visit PLERN WAN SHOPPING VILLAGE just a themed open-air mall, where you can experience a slice of life in 

1950s Hua Hin. Plern Wan’s two-storey courtyard- style building, and architectural statement in itself, houses a community of period-style shop selling everything from 

liquor, inexpensive plastic-and-tin toys, snack as well as beauty, photo studio, outdoor cinema screen and a 20 rooms guesthouse or Piman Plern Wan ,continue to 

visit, THE VENECIA the newest theme shopping and attraction village in Hua Hin, following the growing popularity and undeniable success of other similar weekend 

destination in Thailan LUNCH  and Dinner  be serve at local restaurant and  overnight at Hua Hin

Day 3 DEPARTURE FROM HUA HIN TO AIRPORT TO KL   (B)

After breakfast Free at leisure till transfer to airport for departure

ITINERARY IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICED DEPENDING ON THE WEATHER AND ROAD CONDITION ***  /  *** NO REFUND FOR ANY UNUTILIZED PORTION OF THE TOUR 

BOOKING PERIOD & TRAVEL PERIOD : 01 MAY - 31 OCT 2019

TC :  3HHQ / PER PERSON Currency : RM (Nett Price)


